MISSION

Within the Department of the Navy (DON), the Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS) is the civilian federal law enforcement agency uniquely responsible for investigating felony crime, preventing terrorism, and protecting secrets for the Navy and Marine Corps. NCIS defeats threats from across the foreign intelligence, terrorist, and criminal spectrum by conducting operations and investigations ashore, afloat, and in cyberspace, to protect and preserve the superiority of the DON warfighter.

NCIS relies on a highly skilled, diverse, and agile professional workforce to navigate a rapidly evolving threat landscape. Each of our positions — from Special Agents to intelligence analysts to human resources and beyond — play a critical role in executing the NCIS mission.

FUNCTIONS

- Major Criminal Investigations
- Criminal Operations
- Fraud against the United States
- Counterintelligence/ Counterterrorism Investigations & Operations
- Threat Warning & Analysis
- Internal Security Matters
- Cyber Investigations & Operations
- Support to Special Access Programs
- Technical Surveillance & Countermeasures
- Naval Security Programs
- Protective Service Operations
- Navy & Marine Corps on a Global Basis
- Liaison
SPECIAL AGENT
1811 JOB SERIES
NCIS Special Agents conduct law enforcement and counterintelligence activities to detect, identify, disrupt, counter, and deter adversaries utilizing the cyber domain as a venue for criminal and foreign intelligence activities targeting the Department of the Navy.

COMPUTER SCIENTIST & PROGRAMMER
1550 JOB SERIES
Computer Scientists and Programmers utilize data science, software engineering, technological research, machine learning, computer networking, and computing resources to design innovative solutions to enable, empower, and advance law enforcement and counterintelligence activities.

INVESTIGATIVE COMPUTER SPECIALIST, FORENSIC EXAMINER & TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST
2210 JOB SERIES
NCIS Investigative Computer Specialists, Forensic Examiners, and Technology Specialists focus on digital computer, cellular, and multimedia forensics, while complying with applicable law and policy. Forensic capabilities include rapid response triage, data recovery, and electronic discovery. The 2210 job series also supports social media investigations and fulfills technological gaps, expanding cyber capabilities, and providing a range of cyber-based technological guidance.

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE (CI) & COUNTERTERRORISM (CT) ANALYST
0132 JOB SERIES
With the advancement of technology and increased demand, the NCIS Cyber Directorate has become a critical agency mission. The NCIS Cyber Directorate is responsible for the agency's law enforcement and counterintelligence mission in cyberspace to ensure personnel, installations, and operational platforms of the Navy and the Marine Corps are not negatively impacted as a result of illicit or clandestine activities. CI/CT analysts in the NCIS Cyber Directorate provide timely analysis, and identify existing and emerging threats, empower execution, capitalize on superior information, and predict future trends.

CONTACT US
To submit a resume, contact us at CYBERCAREERS@NCIS.NAVY.MIL or to find out more, visit our website at WWW.NCIS.NAVY.MIL. All NCIS job announcements are posted to USA Jobs. For the latest job announcements, follow NCIS on social media.